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0. Introduction
Let G be a compact, simply connected, simple Lie group of rank /. G
has / irreducible representations pj, ••-, ph whose highest weights are the funda-
mental weights a>ι, •••, ω/ respectively (see [19]). Then the representation ring
R(G) of G is a polynomial algebra Z[pl9 •••, p/]. By the theorem of Hodgkin
[16], the Z/2-graded ^-theory K*(G) of G is an exterior algebra A.z(β(pl)9 —,
β(ρi)), where β: R(G)-+K*(G) is the map introduced in [16]. Therefore the
Chern character ch: K*(G)-^>H*(G\ Q) is injective [5]. We may write
#*(G; Q) = AβO^-i, X2m2-l> •••> *2mΓl)
where 2=m1<im2< <ml and dtgx2mrι=2mj—l. If each x2mr\ is chosen
to be integral and not divisible by any other integral classes, we can assign to a
representation λ: G-*U(ri) the rational numbers α(λ, 1), •••, #(λ, /) by the equa-
tion
y=ι
In view of [21] and [23], the a(\,j) are closely related to the Dynkin coefficients of
λ [14]. On the other hand, as is noted by Atiyah [4, Proposition 1], the
determinant of the /x/matrix (a(pi>j)) is equal to 1. We remark that for any
system of generators {λ^ •••, λ/} of the ring Λ(G), the determinant of (β(λ, ,./))
is also 1.
In this paper, with a suitable system of generators of R(G), we shall describe
the resulting matrix explicitly for the groups G with l<4 without using the
above informations. Indeed, we deal with the following cases:
/ = 2 , G = SU(3), Sp(2), G2.
/ = 3 , G=SU(4), Spin(7), Sp(3).
/ = 4, G = SU(5), Spin (9), Sp(4), Spin (8), F4.
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Results are stated in Theorems 2 (SU(/+1)), 3 (Sp(/)), 4 (Spin(7)), 5 (Spin(8)),
6 (Spin(9)), 7 (G2) and 8 (F4).
The careful reader should notice that "up to sign" is implicitly added to
some of the statements of this paper.
For later use we fix some notations. Let T be a maximal torus of G. The
inclusion /: 71—>G induces a map of classifying spaces p=Bi: BT-*BG. The
action of the normalizer NG(T) on T induces that of the Weyl group Φ(G)=
NG(T)/T on BT and hence on H*(BT\ Z) = Z[ωί9 —, ω/] (see [9]). Let
H*(BT\ Z)Φ(G) denote the module of Φ(G)-invariants. For a based space X, let
ΩX be its loop space, and let σ*:Hi(XΛ9Z)^Hi'\ΩX9Z) be the cohomology
suspension. For the rational cohomology, by [8] and [10] we have
Imp* = H*(BT
 y Q)*™ = Q\f^9 ...,/,„,]
= ί+
H*(G; Q) =
where all the generators, whose degrees are indicated by a subscript, are chosen
to be integral and not divisible by any other integral classes.
The paper is organized as follows. The key point of our work is to charac-
terize the generator x2m ._!• For this purpose we present two methods in Sec-
tion 1: in the first method we characterize the generator y2m. and relate it to
X2m
r
\\ in the second method we characterize the generator u2m.-2 and relate it
to x2m -i Moreover in Section 1 we prove a lemma which is very useful if
the λ-ring structure of R(G) is known. Subsequent sections are devoted to
practical computations. In Section 2 we treat the most elementary cases, i.e.,
G=SU(/+1), Sp(/) (1=2, 3, 4) where H*(G; Z) has no torsion. In Section 3
we consider the cases G—Spin(τ^) (m = 7y 8, 9) where H*(G\Z) has only 2-
torsion. In Section 4 we discuss the cases G=G2 and G=F4.
I would like to thank my colleague H. Minami for showing me a computa-
tion of (a(pi,j)) for the case G=G2 and many helpful suggestions.
1. Methods
Method I
For any group /Πet a: R(H)-+K*(BH) be the homomorphism of [5]. Let
σ: Ki(X)->Ki~~1(ΩX) be the suspension map. Then there is a commutative
diagram
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R(T) > K*(BT) * H*(BT; Q) <
ί*ί P*ί P*ΐ
α ch
 τr
:, i
 ΛX^(G) »• K*(BG) >• H*(BG; Q)
where τ(resρ. τ7) is the cohomology transgression in the Serre spec *ιce
of the universal fibration G-+EG-+BG (resp. the fibration G-+G/T-+BT). For
j=l, •••, / we may set (modulo decomposables)
l for some
and
* 2 ι « = c * * for some
Since σ* and r are inverse to each other insofar as they are defined, it follows
that
<+ decomposables
*
in H*(BT; Q)™ = Q\j^ -,/2lB;] .
Let λ: G-*U(ri) be a representation with weights μ» •••, μ
n
. So
ίto»*(λ) = Σ exp (μj) = Σ Σ A»"/wI1 = 1 »ι^0 ί = l
where
 μi&H
2(BT; Z) (see [9]). Set
(1.1) chβ(\) = Σ«(λ, ;>2«y-ι where a(\, j)<=Q .
Apply r' to this equation. Then the left hand side becomes
τ'chβ(\) = p*τchσa(\)
= ρ*τσ*cha(\)
= ρ*cha(\)
= chai*(\)
and the right hand side becomes
i=ι ' } l y-i
„ ,+decomposables.
Hence
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chai*(\) = Σ 'J x /2»,,+decomposables.
/=! 0(7Wy) *
This argument shows that, in order to compute a(\,j), it suffices to settle
/a,, , determine i(0f, ), c(mj) and find the coefficients of f2m. in the expression of
chai*(\) as a polynomial of the /2m . We will use this method in all cases that
concern us.
REMARK. In general we choose the f2m/ as follows. Let {/L3, •• >/2>»/}
be a system of generators of the ring H*(BT\ ζ))φ(G). First we take
so that
(i) Λ*! is integral;
(ii) for any ie Q with \ b \ < \ ^  \ , bf'2mι cannot be integral.
Assume inductively that we have chosen /2Λll, •• ,/2«y_1. Then we take
so that
(i) /2«y is integral;
(ii) for any b e ^  with | ί |< | iy | , i/Ly + decomposables e H2m>(BT\ ζ?)φ(G)
cannot be integral.
Note that the choice of the f2m . has no crucial influence on that of the /2my. As
will be seen in Sections 3 and 4, this settlement of the f2m is not trivial but im-
portant.
Method II
There is a commutative diagram
-I
K*(ΩG) - > tf*(ΩG; Q)
which is natural with respect to group homomorphisms. For /=!, •••,/ we
may set
2 for some d(
Applying σ* to (1.1), we have
/
chσβ(\) = Σ a(\ j)d(mj)u2mr2 .
Let us now consider the case G— SU(w+l); then mj=j-\-\ forj=l, •••, w and
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PH*(ΩSU(n+l); Z) = Z{u2i\\<i<n}
where P denotes the primitive module functor. Furthermore, </(/+!) =1 for all
j (e.g., see [28, Lemma 3]). Let λ^ Sί7(w+l)~>Z7(w+l) be the natural inclusion,
and consider the case \=\lt Then it follows from (2.2) of the next secti on
that
(1.2)
*=ι ι
We return to the general case. Take the inclusion k: U(ri)-+SU(n+l) such
that SU(n+l)/U(n)=CPn (see [12, §3]). In [28] it was shown that for the
composite
PH*(£lSU(n+l); Z) -> PH*(flU(n); Z)
; Z) =
the following statements are equivalent:
(i) (Ωλ)*(Ωk)*(u2mr2)=e(\,j)u2mr2 for some *(
(ii) the element θ
s
(c
m/(\)) ^H2mΓ\GICs\ Z) is exactly divisible by
e(\,j)^Z (where H*(GICS\Z) has no torsion; for notations and details
see [28, §2]).
Applying (Ωλ*)(ΩΛ)* to (1.2), we have
i-t iK—1)! '
Hence
This argument shows that, in order to compute a(\,j), it suffices to deter-
mine d(nij) and e(\j). In particular, to find e(\>j) one must examine the
divisibility of 0f(<τβ/(λ)) in H2mr\G\C&\Z}.
Define a map φ: Z+ X Z+ X Z+-+Z by
where Z+ denotes the set of positive integers and we use the convention that
(*)=0 if y<0 or x<y. Let A.k: R(G)-»R(G) be the &-th exterior power opera-
tion. Then we have
Lemma 1. If \ is a representation of G of dimension n, then
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α(Λ*λ, j) = φ(n, k, mj)a(\, j)
for j=l, •-,/.
Proof. Let chq be the 2q-th component of ch, i.e., ch(x)= Σ ch9(x) with
2^0
chq(x)ςΞHZq(X\ Q) for any xt=K°(X). Consider the element lM^R(U(n)) which
comes from the identity 1^(M>: U(n)-*U(ri). Then we assert that
(1.3) chqa(Kkl^ = φ(n, k, q)chqa(l
n
)+decomposables
in H*(BU(n); Q) = Q[y2, yt, -, y2n] .
This assertion implies the result. For since β=σ<x and GΓ* sends a decom-
posable element into zero, applying σ* to (1.3) yields the desired result for the
case G= U(ri). Then the general case follows from naturality.
To prove (1.3) we proceed by induction on k. The case k=l is clear.
Suppose that it is true for k<m— 1, and consider the case k=m. Let us recall
the following relations:
+ Σί-lίV'WA'W+ί-l/ΛΛ*^) = 0;
ch\xy) = Σ df
r=o
ch V(«) = k«ch\x)
where x,y^K\X) [1]. Since a is a λ-ring homomorphism, we have
Σ
ί=l
modulo decomposables
l.)4- Σ (-l)""
, t,
-Of+ Σ
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= [Σ (-1Y-1
m
-Jj'+*% (-ir'-VK i, q)Wa(\n) .
Thus it is sufficient to prove that
(1.4) φ(n3 my q+l)+ n Σ (-l)-1-'^  ', ?) = ™f>(n, m, q) .
From Pascal's triangle
we deduce that
Using this, we have
Ψ
(n-\, m-l, q) = Σ (-I)-1 ( l^l
Therefore
nφ(n—ίy m—ly q)+φ(n, m, q+ί)
S ί - i y - 1 - ^ - ΛTM- Σ
= w^(^ /w, q) .
This proves (1.4) and completes the proof.
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2. The special unitary groups and the symplectic groups
Let us first consider the case of SU(l~\-l). In this case, mj=jjr\ for
y=l, ••*,/• As is well known we can choose elements tl9 12, ••-, tl+1^H
2(BT'y Z)
so that
and
H*(BT; Z)*w+1» = Z[c2y .-
where ci=σi(tlJ •••, ί/+1) (<r, ( ) denotes the i-th elementary symmetric function).
It is evident that f2j+2 = cj+l for j=l, •••,/. Since H*(SU(l+ΐ); Z) has no
torsion, the theorem of Borel [6] assures us that ό(/+l)=£(/+l)=l for all j.
Thus we have τ'(x2j+ι)=Cj+1 for j=l, •••,/.
Let us recall from [17] that
(2.1) R(SU(l+l)) = Z[\19 λ2, -, λj where
(a) dimλ, = (/+1);
(b) relations Ak\1=\k hold\
(c) the set of weights of λ
x
 is given by {/$ 1 1 < ί < /+ 1} .
Put
From Newton's formula
Σ
(where ^
w
=0 if w>/+l) it follows that
/ w
^+ι+decomposables.
=ι ml
Therefore
(2.2) l
«=ι
 m
\
(cf. [20, Theorem 1]). By Lemma 1, if we evaluate φ(l-\-l, k,j+l), chβ(\k')
can be calculated. Thus we have
Theorem 2. The Chern characters on SU(l+ί) for 7—2,3,4 are given by:
I = 2 chβ(\ύ = — Λ?3+(1/2!)Λ?5
chβ(\2) = -x3+(-l/2\)
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3
chβ(\2)=-2x3 +(4/3 !
chβ(\3) = _*3+(-
4 chβ(\ύ = -
chβ(\2) = -
where the number on the right hand side indicates the determinant of the correspond-
ing matrix on the left hand side.
Let us consider the case of Sρ(/). In this case, mj = 2j for j = l, •••,/.
We can choose elements tly t2, •••, tl^H
2(BT; Z) so that
and
where J* = σ , (fϊ, •••, f/). It is evident that /4y = ?y for j =!,-•,/. Since
H*(Sp(ΐ)\Z) has no torsion, it follows that b(2j)=!c(2j)= 1 for all j. Thus
we have τ/(Λ?4y.1)=?y for ;=1> — > /-
Let us recall that
(2.3) R(Sρ(l)) = Z[\ly X2, -., λ/] where
(a) dimλA=
(b) relations Ak\1=\k hold;
( c) ίAe set of weights of λj is given by {± ί, 1 1 <, i '< 1} .
Put
s
 _
 s
 if- ... j2\ __ yi £2«
From Newton's formula
w-i . . . ^ „.
1}\ mq
m
 = 0
»=1
it follows that
chaftfai) = 21+ Σ ^ ~ ^ g
w
+decomρosables.
wι
=ι(2m— 1)!
Therefore
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and by Lemma 1 we obtain
Theorem 3. The Chern characters on Sp(ΐ) for 1=2, 3,4 are given by:
1=2 chβ(\J) = x
chβ(\2) = 2*3
/ = 3 chβ(\) = *,+(- 1/3 !)*7+(l/5 !)*u
chβ(\2) = 4*3+(2/3 !)*7+(-26/5 !)*u 1
chβ(\3) = 6x3+(6l3l)x7+(66l5l)Xll
/ = 4 chβ(\) = *3+(-l/3!)*7+(l/5!Kι+(-l/7!χ5
6x3 +(-24/5!μn+(120/7!K
= 15*3+(9/3!)*7+(15/5 !)*„+(- 1191/7!)*]5
chβ(\) = 20λ
 3+(16/3!χ+(80/5!χι+(2416/7!χ5
ίAe number on the right hand side indicates the determinant of the correspond-
ing matrix on the left hand side.
3. The spinor groups
Let us first consider the case of Spin(7). In this case, («,, m2, m^=(2, 4, 6).
We can choose elements t
ϊt t2, t3, j^IP(BT; Z) so that
H*(BT Z) = Z[tl} t2, t3,
and
where Ci=^i(tlft2yt3) and pi = σi(t\ytlίtl). In the light of the Remark in
Section 1, using the formula
2»
Σ
i
\
j = 0
we have
(3.1)
Let us determine ό(2), ά(4), ό(6)eZ. To do so we use the Serre spectral
sequence {E
r
(Z)} for the integral cohomology of the universal fibration
F = Spin (7)->£ = E Spin(7)->£ = B Spin (7) .
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Furthermore, to investigate it, we use the Serre spectral sequence {E
r
(Z/p)} for
the mod p cohomology of the same fib ration, where p runs over all primes.
Recall that Jϊ*(Sρin(7); Z) has no ^ -torsion for p>2. Let Δ
z
/2( ) denote
a Z/2-algebra having a set in parentheses as a simple system of generators.
Then it follows from [6] and [7] that
*7) *u) (p>2)
and
Zβ[yt, y6, y7, J>8] (p = 2)H*(BSpm(7); Zip) = ,v f \ J> ιr> , v,^r.
 y&ίy^ (p>2)
where Λf. transgresses to yi+1 for all z" and β2(^—^ (βp denotes the mod p
Bockstein homomorphism). For a based space X, let πp: H*(Xm9 Z)-*H\X\ Z/p)
be the mod p reduction homomorphism. Then if i=3 or 7, πp(xi)=xi and
^(ji+i)— ί'ί+i f°r every prime ^>. Therefore we conclude that τ(x3)=y4 and
)=y8. In other words, έ(2)=έ(4)=l.
It remains to determine έ(6). Since
Jj (p=2)
.,,
 (ί>2) a" ' -
an analogous argument to the above yields that
(0) if p>2,
where vp(nί) is the power of p in m. To get v2(b(6)) we consider {Er(Z/2)} ,
which satisfies
(^5; Zβ)®H\F\ Z/2)
and ES^(ZI2)^=Q unless (ί, O^ί0* °) Then it is easy to see that
(i)
(π)
Let
be the map induced by β2: H*(F\ Zβ)-*Ht+l(F\ Z/2) through the isomorphism
JE?ί '(Z/2) « Cs(5; tf'(F; Z/2)) .
Then we have
(iii) /8f(Λ®*5)=<y6®Λ6.
Denote again by ^ : {E
r
(Z)}-+{E
r
(Z/p)} the morphism of spectral sequences in-
duced by Ttp. By virtue of the isomorphism
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we find that there exist elements {x
n
} e ElΛ\Z), {vl2} e E*'*(Z) and
{;y12} eEl2»0(Z) which satisfy ^  {«„})= l®^Pβ> ίr2(frJ)=Λ®^ and (^{^ 12})
= yS® 1 respectively. Then the conditions (0), (i), (ii), (iii) imply that in {E
r
(Z)}
(iv) d6({xn})={v12}.
(v) dl2({2Xll})={y}2}.
In fact, (iv) is an immediate consequence of (i). In what follows we roughly
state a proof of (v). Let us begin by recalling the construction of the Serre
spectral sequence {E
r
(R)} in cohomology with 72-coefficients of a fibration
F-*E-*B, where R=Z or Zip (for details see [24]). There is a cochain com-
plex Hom(C*(/?), R) which is filtered by its subcomplexes A'(R)=ΣA' *(R) such
that A '(R)cA'-l M(R) and S(As *(R))c:As t+\R) for all (s,t) (where δ is the
differential in Horn ((?#(£"), R)). This filtered cochain complex gives rise to
i.e.,
z '(Λ) = Λ« '(Λ) n δ-1 -^1-'''-'
Note that there is an exact sequence
0 -> AS \Z) -L AS '(Z) -ίί ^ s '(Z/p) ^  0
for all (s, t). Since d
r
:Es
r
 l(R)-^Es
r
*
r
'
t
-
r
^(R) is induced by δ, by (iv) we see
that there exists a representative xeA° u(Z) (resp. veA6 \Z)) of {%} (resp.
{ϋ12}) such that
(3.2) δ(«) = c .
Let ueA6 5(Zβ) be a representative of y
e
®«5. Then by (iii) we observe that
there exists ueA6 5(Z) such that π2(u)=a and
(3.3) δ(«) = 2ιo
(see [2, Chapter III, §2]). Similarly by (ii) there is a representative y^Aa \Zβ)
of yl®\ such that δ(σ) = J. This implies that there exists a representative
ye.Aa \Z) of {^ 12} such that π2(y)=y and
(3.4) δ(a)=j;.
By (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we have
δ(2«) =2v = δ(«) = y
which gives (v). It is equivalent to b(6)=2.
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We discuss the problem of determining c(2), c(4), c(6)^Z in a general form.
Indeed, we claim that c(nij)=\ for 7=!, •••, / in all cases that concern us. To
prove this we use the integral cohomology spectral sequence {E
r
} of the fibra-
tion
G/T^BT-^BG.
Then the homomorphism p*: Hm(BG;Z)-*Hm(BT\ Z) can be regarded as the
composite
Hm(BG\ Z) = Eΐ *++E^ = Z)'»'0c cZ>0 w = Hm(BT\ Z)
where Di m-iIDM m-i-l=Eϊm-i. According to [6], the class {y2m .} e£i"V0 sur-
vives to EM. What we have to verify is to observe that no extension problems
occur on the class {y2m.}G=E%!tj Q. This is an essentially easy work, because
all structures of H*(G/T', Z), H*(BT\ Z) and H*(BG\ Z) were explicitly
described (for H*(BG\Z) see [7] and [25]; for H*(G\T\Z) see [27] and also
[26]). For example, consider the case G=Sρin(7). Then it is not hard to see
that if m=4, 8 or 12, Eί:m~i is trivial or torsion free for all i. This assures us
that c(2) = c(4) = c(6)= 1. In the future we omit such checks for the other
cases, for our claim (except for the case G = F4) has been proved in a more
general setting by [13] and [15].
Let us recall from [17] that
(3.5) Λ(Spin (7)) = Z[\{, \'2, Δ7] where
(a) dim λ£ = f » ) and dim Δ7= 8
(b) relations Λ.k\ί=\ί and Δ|=λ£+λ£+λί+l hold',
(c) the set of weights of \{ is given by {±ti9 0 1 1 <z<3} .
By the same calculation as in the case of Sp(l), we have
'i) = -- />2+decomposables,6
ch6ai*(\{) = - ^ 3+decomposables.
On the other hand, from (3.1) and the results on b(nij) and c(m^) it follows that
τ'(x7) =f&= — ^ 2+decomposables,
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Combining these, we have
chβ(\l) = 2* 3 --*7+*ιι6 oυ
Therefore by Lemma 1,
chβ(\ί) = 10*3+ J- *7- A*u
and
On the other hand, by the formula (2) of [16, p. 8],
/3(Δf) = 8/3(Δ7)+8/3(Δ7) = 16/3(Δ7) .
Thus from the relation Δ^λs+λa+λ ί+l we deduce that
.
6 oU
Theorem 4. 7%£ Cfer/z characters on Spin(7) are given by:
chβ(\ί) =
chβ(\ί) =
^ determinant of the corresponding matrix is 1.
Let us next consider the case of Spin (8). In this case, (mly m2, m3j m^)—
(2, 4, 4, 6). We can choose elements tly t2> ΐ3, t^ γeJfiΓ2(fiΓ; Z) so that
; Z) = Z[ΐly .-., t<y Ύl/^-
and
H*(BT;
where ci=σi(tlί ••-, ί4) and pi=σi(t\y •••>$). By a similar calculation to the
before, we have
/β = A- /S- -/I = -
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Let us determine έ(2), έ(4)', 6(4), δ(6)<=Z. But, since #*(Sρin(8);Z) has
no ^ -torsion for p>2 and
tf*(Spin (8); Z/2) = Δ
z/2(% *5, *6, *ί, *7)
where all the #, are universally transgressive and /?2( &>)=^6 [7], the situation is
quite similar to that for Gr=Spin(7), and so we get a similar result, i.e., b(2) =
b(4)'=b(4 )= 1 and b(6)=2. On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, £(2) =
c(4)'=c(4)=c(6)=l. Thus we have
(3.6)
 T 'te)=/4=lA >
=/8 = — ^ )2 -- Cι-\-decomposalles,4 2
Let us recall from [17] that
(3.7) Λ(Spίn(8))=Z[λι,λ2,Δί ,Δr] where
(a) d i m λ A = ί τ j αwrf dimΔ8"=dimΔl~— 8;
(b) relations A.k\ι=\k and Δg Δ^— X3+λι hold;
(c) the set of weights of \χ is given by {±£t | l</<4} and that of ΔS is
given by {±<y, γ-ί,— ίy |
By direct calculations we have
(3.8) ch2ai*(\1)=p1,
±(
and
(3.9)
c* αί*(Δί) =
TO
There are involutive automorphisms K and it of T1 and Spin (8) respectively,
which make the diagram
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T -
Ί* K
Spin(8) -»• Spin(8)
commute, such that the automorphism (J?«)* of H*(BT; Z) satisfies
Therefore (£«)*(/>,•)=/>,•, (Bκ)*(c4)=— ct and the automorphism it* of Λ(Spin(8))
satisfies K*(Δ& )=Δif. Applying (5«)* to (3.9), it follows that
(3.10) chΐai*(^)=pl,
ch*ai*(^) = ±(4p2-2^+p\).
Combining (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) with (3.6), we have
O = 2*3- -1*?- |-*H- i*
u
 ,
o o oU
= 2x3- xϊ+ x7+axn0 O
for some a^Q. From Lemma 1 and the relation Δg Δi^λa+λj we deduce that
α=l/60.
Theorem 5. T1^ CΛ^rw characters on Spm(S) are given by:
4/3!K+(2/5!χ]
+(-48/5 !)Λ?U
tf determinant of the corresponding matrix is —1.
REMARK. The equation chβ(Δ% — Δ f)— x'
Ί
 confirms the fact that Sρin(8)/
Spin(7)=S7 (see [22, Proposition 6.2]).
Let us lastly consider the case of Spin (9). In this case, (//%, m^ m3y m4)=
(2, 4, 6, 8). We can choose tl9 12, t3, *4, fγ^H2(BT\ Z) so that
H*(BT; Z) = Z[tlί ..-, ί4f
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and
H*(BT;
where ci=σi(tly - sί4) and pi=σ i(t\, •• ,d). By a straightforward calculation
we have
fu=Pa= —2ctc2+c2s ,
fu = -J-A- -J-/S = <WX- V2T2-
Since ίΓ*(Spin(9); Z) has no />-torsion for p>2 and
/ί*(Spin (9); Z/2) = ΔZ/2(X3, X,, Xβ, X7, X1S)
where all the x{ are universally transgressive and /32(^5)=^6 [7]> as in the case
of Spin (7), it follows that ό(2)=i(4)=l, 6(6) =2 and 6(8)= 1. On the other
hand, c(2)=c(4)=c(6)=c(8)=l. Thus we have
(3.11)
'(^ ?) =/8 = — p2+decomposαbles,
'
τ'(#15) =fiQ = —pi+decomposables.4
REMARK. Let/: Spin(8)->Spin(9) be the natural inclusion. Then by (3.6)
and (3.11) we see that the homomorphism /*: Jΐ''(Spin(9); Z)-*ίP'(Spin(8); Z)
satisfies
j*(Xi) = x7-\-2x7 (i = 7)
0 (t = 15) .
Let us recall that
(3.12) jR(Spin(9)) = Z[λ{, λί, λa, Δ9] w/^rβ
(a) d i m λ j E — ( T J αwίί dimΔ9=16;
(b) relations Λ.k\Ί=\ί and Δi^λί+λs+^+λί+l AoW;
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(c) the set of weights of λί is given by {±th 0 1 1 <>i <Ξ4} .»
The rest of the argument is parallel to that for G=Spin(7). We only exhibit
the result.
Theorem 6. The Chern characters on Spin (9) are given by:
chβ(\{) = 2^3+(-2/3!K+(2/5!χι+(-4/7!χ5
ί) = 14^3+(-2/3!χ+(-46/5!χι+(476/7!χ5
S) = 42^3+(18/3!K+(-18/S!χι+(-4284/7!χ5
and the determinant of the corresponding matrix is 1.
4. The exceptional Lie groups G2 and F4
Let us first consider the case of G2. In this case, (mly m2)=(2, 6). We use
the root system {aly a2} of [11]. Let ωl9 ω2 be the fundamental weights. If
we put
tι = ω
ί9 t2 — ωl—ω2, t3 = —2ω1+ω2 ,
then
H*(BT; Z) =, Z[tly t2, t,}l(Cl)
where ci=σi(tlί t2j ί3), on which Φ(G2) acts as follows:
-*t tι
-*ι t3
where Rf (j=l,2) is the reflection to the hyperplane #; = 0, and {R^ R fr
generates Φ(Gf2) Therefore
H*(BT-, Q)*W = Q[pls p3].
where pj=σi(tι, t\, t\), and it follows that
Since H*(G2', Z) has no />-torsion for p>2 and
H*(G2; Z/2) = Δzχ
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where all the #, are universally transgressive and /32(^5)=^6 [7], as in the case
of Spin(7), it follows that b(2)=ί and δ(6)=2. On the other hand, c(2)=c(6)= 1.
Thus we have
τ'(* 3)=Λ=yA>
T'(*ii) = y/12=y&.
Let us recall that
(4.1) R(G2) = Z[Pl, Λ2pJ where
(a) dimΛ*p]=(&) (and dimp2=14);
((b) a relation Λ2pι=Pι+p2 holds \)
(c) *λβ rcί o/ weights of p
x
 ώ^βn fry {i^-(1 <z'<3), 0}.
By a calculation we have
^) = /)3+decomposables.
LZλJ
Therefore
and by Lemma 1 we get
Theorem 7. The Ohern characters on G2 are given by:
determinant of the corresponding matrix is — 1.
REMARK. Consider the following fibration
k
G2 -> Spin (7) -> Spin (7)/G2 = S7.
Then it is easy to see that &*: if (Spin(7); Z)-*H\G2\ Z) satisfies
ί *, (i=3, 11)T jlς/ \ )
\ 0 (ί=7)
On the other hand, k*: R(Spm(7))^ R(G2) satisfies
= A'A (*=1, 2)
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(see [31]). Using these facts, we find that Theorem 7 follows from Theorem 4.
H*(ΩG2', Z) (for degrees < 10) was calculated implicitly by Bott [10]. Using
it and the cohomology spectral sequence of the path fibration ΩG2-^PG2->G
ί2,
we can show that
d(2) = 1 and d(6) = 2
(see [12] and [28, p. 474]).
Let us now consider the case of F4. In this case, (mly m2y m3y m4)=(2, 6, 8, 12).
We can choose elements t19 t2y t3, t4, <γ^H
2(BT; Z) so that
H*(BT Z) = Z[t1} -, t4, 7]l(c1-27)
and the action of Φ(Fi) on it is as described in [9, § 19] (see [18] and [29]). Let
ci=σί(tl, — , tt) and pί=σi(t\, —, tl). If we put
Λ = A ,
IB = —6pί+p2pι ,
I16 = I2pt-3p3p1+pl ,
IK = -72p
ί
p2+27pip
2
1+27pl-9p3p2p1+2pl ,
then we have
H*(BT
For a proof see [27, Lemma 5.1], however, its main part is accomplished by a
pure calculation; see (4.7) and (4.8) below. By a troublesome calculation we
obtain
-2ctc27*-cl7
s+4c327*+4c3c27
7+ct7*-7cΪ7*-2c37
9+(>c27w-2712.
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Let us determine b(2), 6(6), 6(8), 6(12) eZ. Recall that H*(F4; Z) has no
^-torsion for p > 3 . Since
H*(Ft; Z/2) = Δz/2(*3, *» *6) %, *„)
where all the #, are universally transgressive and /32(£5)=£6 [7], it follows that
v2(δ(2))=0, v2(δ(6))=l, ι/2(6(8))=0 and ι>2(6(12))=0. Consider the case p=3.
Recall from [7] and [25] that
4; Z/3) =
4; Z/3) =
C = Z/3[J4, jg]<S> {1, Jao, j>L}+Az/3(J9)®^/3[J26]® {1, J20, J21, J25>
where τ(Λ, )=j').+1 for z'=3, 7, 8 and β3(X7)=Xs. Here we may suppose that
(χ
u
) = *„ , π3(y12) = yty& ,
In the mod 3 cohomology spectral sequence {E
r
(Zβ)} of the universal fibration
F = F4 -+ E = EF4 -* B = BF4 ,
if
is the map induced by /33: H
S(B; Z/3)-»ίίs+1(β; Z/3) through the isomorphism
El 'WV^H'φ , H\F; Z/3)) ,
then we have
(4.2)
(4-3)
(4.4)
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where the asterisks are due to [3]. Generally, with the obvious notation, since
d,: £^(Z/3)^£ΓM(Z/3) can be identified with the differential 8B: C%B; Z/3)
-*C5+1(fi;Z/3), if £f({«})={0>, then there exist u,vt=A*>*(Z) such that
π3(μ)=ut π3(v)=v and δ(u)=3v. In this way the same argument as in the
case of Spin (7) is valid. Therefore the conditions (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) imply
that z/3(δ(6))=l, ^3(δ(8))=l and z>3(ό(12))=2 respectively. Summarizing these,
we have
b(2) = 1 , b(6) = 6 , i(8) = 3 and £(12) = 9 .
On the other hand, c(2)=c(6)=c(8)=c(l2)=l. Thus we obtain
(4.5) '
T'(XIS) = -T-/16 = — Ilβ+decomposabks,
•J TO
τ
'(^23) = y/24 = — —Indecomposable*.
Let us recall from [30] that
(4.6) R(FJ = Z[p49 Λ2p4, Λ3p4, pj ^^
X Λ / Γ V
(a) dim Λ*p4 = ( » J ^wrf dim ^  = 52;
(b) ίA^ set of weights of p4 is given by
9 0, 0}
and that of ρ
λ
 is given by
We have to calculate chai*(ρ^) and chai*(p^. Consider the inclusion k: Spin (9)
-*F4 such that JP4/Sρin(9)^Π, the Cayley projective plane (see, e.g., [9, §19]).
Then Λ*:Λ(F4)-*Λ(Spin(9)) satisfies k*(p4)= λί+Δ9+l and A*(pα) = λ^+Δ9;
see (4.6) (b). Let us calculate eλctt'*(Δ9), where the set of weights of Δ9 is
{l/2(±ίι±ί2±ί3±ί4)} To do so we first calculate chai*(A5), where the set of
weights of Δ5 is {l/2(±^ι±ί2)} > using it, we calculate c/?m*(Δ7); and using it,
we calculate chai*(Δ9). Our final result is
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ch2ai*(Δ9) = 2p1 ,
ch'ai*(A9) =
ch'ai*(Δ9) =
+1920p3pl+(Apl+24Qpίp21+6Qp2pi+pl)
By a similar calculation to the before, we have
ch2ai*(\{) = p1 ,
Thus we have
(4.7)
On the other hand, chai*(p1 — p4) was calculated in [27, §5] (with certain in-
determinacy). Following it, we have
(4.8) ch2ai*(Pl-Pί) = 6Λ ,
*(Pl-p4) = (~Up3+2p2p1-pl) ,
cffai*(Pl-Pi) = lUUou
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Thus we get
ch2ai*(Pl] =9/4 ,
= - /l2+decomposables,
i*(ρl) = - /16+decomρosables,
Combining these with (4.5), it follows that
chβ(Pl) = 1 8 * - + -
and by Lemma 1 we obtain
Theorem 8. The Chern characters on F4 are given by:
chβ(p4) = 6
chβ(Λ.2p4) = 144Λ3+(-36/5!)Λ?u+(-3060/7iχ5+(-181980/ll!)Λ?28
chβ(A.3p4) = 1656^3+(-1584/5!χι+(-24480/7!χ5+(11180160/ll!)^3
chβ(Pl) = 18^3+(-42/5!χι+(510/7!χ5+(-5670/ll!)^23
and the determinant of the corresponding matrix is 1.
H*(ΩF4;Z) (for degrees < 22) was calculated implicitly in [28]. Using it
and the cohomology spectral sequence of the path fibration Ω,F4-^PF4-^F49 we
can show that
d(2) = 1 , d(6) = 2 , d(8) = 1 and d(l2) = 3 .
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